
CHORUS

When asked how chorus can
prepare you for life outside of high
school, Senior Charles Bailey
replied, "Weuseteamwork and the
positive environment that Mrs.
Drawdy creates to become better
singers and people.'
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It's never just
ME, MYSELF,

and I.
Many people who think of
Chorus, think of stoic
faced people who are
musically inclined and do
nothing but sing
constantly. But, in all
actuality, it's much more
than that. Thoseentering a
Chorus class, whether it
be Singers or Silver Notes,
range from beginner to
intermediate to expert in
both their skills in reading
music and matching their
voices to a sound pitch.
Starting off the semester is
always tough for all the
students involved, but in
this class it doesn't take
long to find that smooth
rhythm which flows
throughout the semester
and ensures a great end.

"A painter paints pictures on canvas. But musicians
paint their pictures on silence." Leopold Stokowski
GROWTH / / CONFIDENCE / /
Freshman Maya
DeSantis was asked
how chorus benefits
her: "Chorus has helped
me expand my view of
high school and
allowed metomeetalot
of new people."

Sophomore Faith Allen
says chorus is a big part
of her life because "it
helped me find a voice
that I did not know was
there. It also helped me
conquer my stage fright."

TOP: Juniors Antonio Brown and Matthew Crosby are two of the solaists
ta sing "Last Christmas," lightening the moad afthe song by swinging an arm
around the other soloists and swaying.
LEFT: Senior Ciara Wallace takes the stage ta preform her solo,
RIGHT: Senior Zachary Lowery does a spectacular job in his solo of "Let
All Mortal Flesh."

RIGHT: Sophomore Macie Stone sits
with the Singers before the start of the
concert.
BOTTOM: Saphomores Lucas Bell
and Campbell Pryor with Junior Antonio
Brown are three af the many soloists who
sang "Little Saint Nick."
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